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ABSTRACT

NARRATTVE THERAPY:

A MULTI-DIMENSIONAL CASE EVALUATION

BRAD HANSOI{
AUGUST 8, 2OO1

This case study examines the effects of narrative therapy on a client diagnosed
rvith depression. I performed six sessions of narrative therapy with the client while
measuring change in several different ways. After the referral, the study began with the

client taking the Millon Clinical Multiaxial Inventory-Itr (MCMI-[I), as weil as setting
two goal attainment scales that measured behaviors linked to her depression. I kept field
notes during the intervention in order to track the progress of the sessions as well as my

application of the model. At the conclusion of the intervention I performed a depth

interview with the client and then she took a final

MCMI-[.

This thesis highlights the

effects of specific facets of the narrative therapy model, as well as examining the impacts
on the client the intervention was focused on. The measurements of this study indicate a
decrease in the client's depression as well as other positive changes. The implications for
the use of this model in social work is also discussed.
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L

Literature Review
0vervieE
Narrative therapy is a relatively new forrrr of psychotherapy whictr is gaining
worlclwide acceptance, and use. This is partialiy drie to it's theoretical framework fitting
the tinres, and partially due to

it's somewhat revolutionary techniques (Doan, 1998). This

literature review will cover much of what has been written abortt this fairly new model of
therapy in hopes of developing a base for researching the effectiveness of narrative
therapy. In doing this I first will discuss the background of the model, secondly, I
riescribe the rnociel and discuss its effectiveness. Thirdly, I

will

will

discuss the shortcomings

of the literature currentl'y available. Finally, I will conclude this chapter with an
explanation of depression.

Backsround of Narrative Theraov
Narrative therapy is a relatively new form of therapy. It's recognition began to
grow in the mid 1980's, however its beginnings can be traced back to the late 1970s

(Doan,l998). Narrative therapy is often considered to be part of the third wave of
therapy. According to Semrnler & V/illiams (2000), the tirst wave includes
psychodynamic theories focused on pathology and uncovering a clients past. The second
wave wes comprised of cognitive and behavioral theories, with a focus on skills
attainrnent and problem solving and less empha,sis on "hidden causes." F-inally, the third
wave inciudes what social workers would call a systems perspective, with the view that

liberating all clients from oppression and societal constraints as an integral factor in
therapy.
1

The literature provides essentially three pieces to the narrative theritpy puzzle,
postmodernism, social constructionism, and Foccault's i,iew on power. These pieces

provide the blueprint for the theoretical fra.mework crf narrati.vtl tht:rapy. In this section

will briefly review

I

each in crder to give a starting grouird to review rtan'ative therapy.

Irlarrative therapy is a model which is entrenched in theory. The very roots of ttie model
are derived from ptrilosophy and its success is depeudent on the

ability of the practitioner

to convey the ideas inherent in the model (White & Epston, 1990;. The ttieot'etical
framework of narrative therapy lies in postmodernism anC even Inore specifically u'ithin
social constructionisrn. In this section I

will

discuss postmodernism and social

t-.onstructionism and their input and application in the shaping of narlative therapY.

Theoretical Frarlewo rk

@
According to Nichols and Schwartz (1997) postmodernisrn is based on ttre
premise that there is no one reality, only varying points of vierv. 'Iherefore the tlrrust of
postmodernism (and narrative therapy) is to ascertain how it is that individual realities are

formed. The implications for this type of thought are far reaching eventually leading to
the belief that there are no absolute truths (Doan, 1998).

This of course is in direct conflict with the previous notion of modernism that
essentially uses quantitative means in order to find universalities and essentially tnrth
(Payne, 1997). Payne states that postmodernism, "...points crut that knowledge is a
human representation of reality, using ideas and vrords in a language of symbois." (p.
2e).
Payne goes on to assert that the roots of postmodern thought Iie in an ever
2

diversifying world in which

a plethora

of ideas are present and commingling. This is due

in part because in modern society knowledge has become increasingly important and

infornation ever present" The effect rif this is that

an

individual is given choices in

vierving what is good, or norrnal, or true. Although this possibility has always existed, it
is clear that postmodernism is a logical result of a more complicated world.

Nichols and Schwartz (2001) poignantly describe the idea of reality and truth

as

being subjective. They discuss the occasion of public speaking. Different people will
experience this occasion in different ways. Some
excited while others

will view it as a nightmare

will

see

it

as a great opportunity and be

and experience stage

fright. Although

simplistic, this example points out the way in which reality is tbrmed based on the

individual perception.
Social
This notion of social constructionism leads directly to the ideas of language and

symbols. Social constructionism essentially answers the following question: if what we
consider as knowledge is only an interpretation, then how is it interpreted? The answer
according to social constructionism would be: through our social interactions. Our social
interactions are what create our views of our lives. The description of this "knowledg*,"

(individual truth, or reality), is governed by our language and by other larger narratives
(Riley, 1997).
The idea of larger narratives refers to entities such as religion, customs, societal
prejudices, essentially larger systems which influence society on a macro level. Within
the context of narrative therapy these are referred to as "grand narratives." Narrative

therapy often sets it goals to help identify the pieces of the grand narrative within a
3

person's story and then give them pernrission to rewrite the story without the influence of
the grand narrative (White

& Epston, 1990).

Michel Foucault
Philosopher Michel Foucault ( 1972) was proficient at discussing the importance

of the grand narrative. Foucault focused on the issue of power in perceived knowledge.
In his view the person or people who controlled the dialogue have the power. This power
stems from the social construction of

reality. Using dress as an example of

corrmunication, it is quite obvious that a man in a tailored suit is much more likely to be
perceived as powerful than a man in a tank top and Bermuda shorts. Similarly, it is clear
that a social worker is perceived as more important or powerful than their client. In both

of these examples the impetus for the creation of power is based on what is socially
created. In a different culture these interpretations could learl to different conclusions.
Narrative therapy, therefore, mnst take a much more interpretive stance than other

models. However, unlike the tradition of psychoanalysis, the job of interpretation is not
left to the therapist. It is seen as a collaborative process in which the therapist's primary
role is most often asking the right questions in order to assist the client in creating a new
reality (White & Epston, 1990).
In this process the therapists perceive their job as being a liberator of realities
(White & Epston, 1990). It is their job to take the belief system of postmodernism and
social ccnstructionism and use it to a client's advantage. In doing this the client is aided
by being liberated from an outdated, modernistic, often oppressive perception of their life

into one that is created by the true expert on their reality, the client.

4

Nagqtiyg. Therapr
In this section I will revi.ew the narrative therapy, including descriptions of the
rnoclel, naratirres techniques, the phases of the model, arnd
ar:d

tinally a rc"riew of elnpiricrrl

clinical studies on tire effectiveness of the model" It shor.rld be

nr"rted that ilespite

extensivc researctr I was able to find surprisingly little clinical or rluatttitative research.

As will tre discussed later, the lack of research rnost probably is related to the fact that
narrarive therapy is relatively new, and that some uarrative therapy practitioners holtl
research in reiative disregard (Steinglass, 1998).

DescriEIiop
'fhere most certainly is not one derinition of what narrative therapy is, (this would
obviously contra.st its postmodern roots). Sernrnler & Williams (2000) define narrative
therapy as "attempts to examine and use ttie nreanings and conseqLlence-q ttrat are the
foundations of the stories ancl experiences clients bring to therapy" (p. 51). In this

definition it is clear that the foc.us of narrative therapy is on the stories and experiences of
a

client.

Robert Doan (1998) brings in another idea. "...narrative therapists have sought to

privilege the voices of their clients in the process of delivering them from the oppressive
weight of dominant, cultural grand narratives" lp. 379)" Thjs idea primarily speaks to the
issue of empo\4rerrnent, allowing clients to trust their own thcuglrts and ideas about their

lives.

Another key idea within narrative therapy is the power metaphors. This power is

5

exemplified in numerous ways, with the primary effect of the client feeling separated
from the problem ( Weintgarten, 1998; White & Epston 1990; Zimmerman & Dickerson,
1994). The methods of using metaphors will be discussed later in this paper. For now it
is sufficient to state that the stated problem or difticulty is replaced by a rnetaphor. This
method helps the client e.xamine their situation more objectively (Zimmerman &

Dickerson, 1994; White & Epson, 1990; Parry, 1991).

In order to gain a more full understanding of narrative therapy it is important to
discuss the phases and techniques used within the model. By doing this the bi-products

of the theory are exposed. I will first discuss the three phases of narrative therapy
discussed in Sernmler

as

& Williams (2000), and then discr.rss several of the specific

techniques used within narrative therapy.

PbgseE

According to Semmler & Williams (2000) the first phase of narrative therapy
involves listening. Weingarten (1998) refers to this as "radical listening." In this process
the therapist does his. best to let the client tell the stories of her

iife. While this is

trappening the therapist helps the client identify the meanings that she may have behind
her stories. Also at this time the therapist helps the client be attentive to patterns or
themes in the client's stories, especially as they relate to power and grand na:ratives

(White & Epson, 1990).

The second phase involves confronting the client's version of her life that is often

* *'

For the purposes of this paper the therapist will be referred to as nrale and the client as female.
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labeled as a "problem saturated story" (Parr.v, 1991; White & Epson, 1990). In doing this,
the therapist highlights exceptions to the theme or pattem of failure in the client's story.

For exarnple,

if a client ciaims she has ;rlways been an irresponsible person, the therapist

rnay point out that the clieut successfully raised two children. Two commonly used aids

in this process are que,$tioning and externalization, both of which will be discussed later.

The final phase is restoryi.ng, or reauthoring. In this phase the client and the
therapist co-author a new, more strength based version of her story. By doing this it is
possible that the client will be able to enter into a new ',r/ay of understanding her life and

ultimately, herself. The specifics of this technique will be discussed in the following
section.

Technigues

The narrative therapy techniques to be described in this section include: stories,

extemalizing, and the use of specialized questioning. The major premise of social
constructionism is that realities are formed by the stories we have and the meanings we
have ascribed to them. Keeping this in mind narrative therapists always focus on the
stories of their clients. Weingarten (1998) states, "I believe that stories shape our lives
rather than reflect them back to us." (p. 10). As was previously discussed, it is through
the telling and discovery of the meaning behind the stories that a client can form a more

positive narrative about herself. The creation of a new narrative or story, however, does
not usually happen early on in the therapy; generally it happens rnore toward the end
(Parry,1991; Weingarten,l99T; White & Epston 1990).

7

Perhaps the most dramatic technique used in narrative therapy is the use

of

externalizing problems.

'Extemal.izing' is an approach to therapy that encourages persons [o
objectify and, at times, to personify the problerns that !hey experience as
opilressive. in this process, the problem becomes a separate entity and
thus external to the person or relationship that was ascribed as the

probiern. Those problems that

a-re

considered to be inherent, as well as

those relatively fixed qualities that are attributed to persons and to

relationships, are rendered less fixed and less restricting. (White &

Epston, 1990, p. 38).

This process is especially important in the context of narrative therapy because it
drarvs the discussion away from causality, personal faults or pathology. As Riley (1997 )
states,

Looking at the client's problem as external to their person reinforces the
concept that the problem is not the client...In other words, behaviors are
not embedded in a personality; the problematic behaviors can be seen

distinct from the person performing them. (p. 283).

Michael White relates an excellent example of externalizing rn Narrative Means
to Therupeutic Ends (White & Epston, 1990). In the case he relates a story of a young
boy struggling with encopresis. White discusses that the problem had reached the point
of isolating the family, and damaging and destroying property. White and the family

I

eventually renamed the problem "sneaky Poo." From here they can identify the
characteristics of "sneaky Poo," as well as how it operates, when it is present in their

life, and how it effect everyone in the farnily. This can be done without shaming the child
because they are talking about "Sneaky Poo," not the child.

It is here when the specialized questioning comes into play. Now that the problem
is separated from the person and oftentimes personified, both the client and the problem
can be questioned. This is done in order to ascertain information about the client and the

problems relationship. In the case of "sneaky Poo," White asked questions such as how

did "sneaky Poo" trick the child into playing with it, and how does the presence of
"sneaky Poo" affect the rest of the family. By using this type of questioning a way of
attacking the problem can be made more evident.

As the time approaches to atternpt to address the problem, the questioning turns
toward a focus on how the family has already worked against the problem. This strength
based restructuring allows a client to feel that her story has room in

it for positive

attributes.

Weingarten ( I 997) relates a story of a client who suffered from guilt for not

fighting off her father's sexual advances as a child. Her personal narrative was that she
was helpless and powerless because she had not done more to avoid his advances.

Eventually, through the telling of her story they were able to discover that as a girl she
had a ritual of placing pins in her windowsill (which they deemed symbolic of swords) as
a symbol of resistance, perhaps
a story of a strong

all

a young

girl could do. They were then able to rewrite

girl who night after night continued her symbolic protest.

I

It is through this process that stories are re-wriiten iir
the client in order to help them lead more productive

a way that is

empowering to

lives. A final step in this process is

oftentimes having others witness the new story. In doing this the client reinforces her
new sense of reality and paves a path for herself outside of therapy (Pany,

l99l;

Semmler

& Williams, 2000; Weingarten, 1998; White & Epston 1990).

Effectiveness

As I previously stated at this point narrative therapy has limited testing.
Steinglass (1998) points out that many narrative therapists are concerned that research
cannot be successfully done because postmodern ideas do not lend themselves to

measurement. Steinglass also states that others believe that it is unnecessary to rneasure
narrative therapy be;ause the best therapists are consistently analyzing their success as
they practice. Perhaps another reason for a lack of available research can be traced to the

relative newness of narrative therapy.

David Besa (1994) used a single system design to research effectiveness of
narrative therapy with children with problem behaviors within their families (parent/child

conflict). He studied six families with children between the ages of 8 and

17 years, the

parents were trained in taking baseline measurements and then became the recorders

for

the experiment. Each family went through essentially the same types of therapy, although
the issues were

different. The results showed improvement in all six families during the

time of the study and at the one month follow-up. Interestingly, the study declared that
the parent observations are not considered reliable, however they were a reliable
measurement of the parents perception. Besa states,
10

"It is these perceptions (not

"objective reality") that influence their narrative of their child's progress. Therefore,
objective measures were not considered to be especially relevant. In this sense, reliability
is not important when rneasuring narrative change." (pp. 323-324).

Coulehen, Friedlander & Heatherington (1998), performed a similar study
measuring the effects of family memhers to place blame outside of the client in families

with an adolescent affected by multiple problems such as overeating, non-compliance and
verbal aggression. The measuring was done by a post-session family questionnaire. The
results of the study again were primarily positive. Although there were limitations cited
(model variance, therapists bias, and small sample), the researchers claimed that narrative
therapy was "clinically meaningful."

Kropf and Tandy (1998), descrihe the case of "Elizabeth," an elderly woman
suffering from fear due to her decrease in physical functioning, as well as reactive
depression rooted in the loss of her husband and

abilities. The therapist focused on

assisting Elizabeth create new meanings around these complaints. The first construction

of the alternative narrative was replacing the sense of someone who had lost someone to
that of someone who had survived. Next they reconstructed her sense of being "lost"

without her husband to the new construct of being "found." According to the authors
being able to reflect on past positive experiences is exceptionally important to many
elderly persons.

The last reconstruction focused on her fear of falling. As fear was removed from

Elizabeth as a personal characteristic, it became something she can learn from. Fear was
an educational tool helping her to learn what she needed to modify in her

l1
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life to feel

successful. One example of this learning was that her fear taught her that she could more
easily walk to her porch

if

she used a four-pronged

walker. According to the authors, the

intervention gave Elizabeth an ability to forrn a new identity of survivorship. This new
identity gave her

'oa sense

of continued persistence, reconllection, and initiative." (p.14).

It shoulcl also be noted that within the literature several other therapist/authors
give "testimonials" and anecdotal evidence relating the success of narrative therapy
(Keenan, 1998; I-ee, 1991 ; Parry, I 991 ; Riley, 1997 ; Semmler & Williams, 2000;

Weingarten, 1998; White & Epston, 1990).

Gaps in the Literature

As has already been stated, the primary gaps in the literature appear to be in the research
of this treatment model. At this point there also appears to be a limited discussion as to
why this gap exists. It would appear that in order for this model to gain more acceptance
rrrore research

will

have to be done. Steinglass (1998) in his review of the narrative

therapists objections to research discusses the problem very succinctly.
response to queries

"lf

our best

from 'nonbelievers' is to attack the premises of traditional science

as

outmoded, we will continue to remove ourselves farther and farther from companion

disciplines that have much to dialogue with us about." (p. 2).

Summ4fy
This literature review has illuminated much of what has been written regarding
this unique model of therapy. By discussing the background of narrative therapy, the
model and its techniques, as well as its effectiveness, and the gaps in the literature, it is

l2

apparent that narrative therapy is an issue that is ripe for more resea.rch. It is my hope that
the evaluation of the use of narrative therapy with a client suffering from depression
add to the growing knowledge of this topic.

l3

will

L-HAP"IER TW{)

Methodology

OygryieE
The puryose of this chapter is [o describe the methodology of this stuciy. I will
begin by stating the research questions. Next I will review the research design. I

will

then define the pertinent terms of this study. Successive areas will include, a description

of the client to be studied,

a

description of how and where the subiect u,as obtained, a

discussion of measurement issues, a description of data collection tools, a review of the
data analysis procedures, and finally, a discussion regarding the prote.ction of human
subiects.

Research questions
The research question for this study is as fr-rllows:

What is the effect of narrative therapy on a client with depression?

Dg;!sn
This study uses a single-system case study design that has both quantitative and
qualitative components (Rubin & Babbie, 1997; Nugent, 1991). The study was
performed with one subject (n

- l). There were four basic measurements

for this study,

two quantitative and two qualitative. The quantitative measurements are the Millon
Ctrinica-l

Multiaxial Inventory-Itr (MCMI-ffi) and goal attainment scales (GAS). The

qualitat"ive measurcments are field notes and a depth interview with the client. at the

conclusion of the intervention"

MCMI-III Clinical Multiaxial Inventory-Ill
t4

The MIvICI-III was administered on two different occasions, at the lirst session,
and afte.r the last session. The

MCMI-Itr is a widely accepted psychological test that is

different from other similar tests such as the MMPI due to its brevity (only 175 questions)
as

well

as

it being anchored in the evolutionary theory of personality disorder (Millon,

1994). The results are based on self-report and are cornpared to a normative sample that
is built into the test.
The inventory has 24 scales, tr 4 are personality pattern scales (Axis II), seven of
the scales are clinical syndrome scales (Axis I), three severe clinical syndr:ome scales, as

well

as three

modifying indices, and cne validity scale. Three of the scales rneasure

depression, dysthymia, and major depression specifically, other scales measure thought

feeling and behaviors related to depression such as, social isolation and chemical
dependence. The test was scored and interpreted by Walk-In Counseling Center Clinical

Director, Jim Ayers PhD, L.P.

9gql Attainment Scales
The goal attainment scales were used as a way of measuring behavior tinked to the

client's depression. According to France (1985), the scales

a-re a

way of measuring the

movement of goal attainment. The benefit of this type of tracking is that it is done in a
concrete way that is client centered.

Malec (1999) refers to six basic steps of setting the scales for tracking. The first
step is to set the goal(s) with the client. In this study the client and

I were able to tbcus on

two goarls: reducing rnarijuana smoking, and increasing self-care activities. The second
step is to assign weights to the different goals. As we had only two goals we deemed

them both equally important and able to be accomplished.
15

The third step is to define the time period that the scales rvill be checked. Due to

our short tinie together we checked them at every meeting. The fourth step is to set what
is to be considered an "expected outcome." That is what is the expectation for success on
a

given goal. The fifth step is to set the other levels of outcolnes. These levels variegate

positively and negatively trorn the expected outcome. ln this study the most positi-ze
ouicome was weighted a+2, much more than expected, followed by +1 somewhat rlore
than expecteil. Below the expected levels of outcome are

-l sornewhat less than

expectecl, and -2 much less than expected. The sixth step is to score the client at the preassigned times. In this case, scores were taken each week with the first week setting the
haseline.

Field notes
The prirnary purposes of the field notes were three-fold. Firstly, the notes v/ere
used to docu.ment the stories as they were being

told. Secondly, the nctes were used for

assessing how the client appeared to be feeling from vreek to

week. IvIy ability to he able

to do this increased as my knowledge of the client increased through the weeks. Thirdly,
the field notes were used to track the process of the therapy itself. Through this tracking

I

was able to more carefully assess what was effective, ineffective, as well as some of the

Iimitations oI the study.

Dgpth Interviewine
The second qualitative technique was the use of depth iuterviewing with the
subject, as described by Michael Patton (1987). The interview related to the effectiveness

of the treatment as well as attempting to assess whether or not there were other factors in
the success or failure of the treatment. The questions that constituted the framervork of
16

tire intervielv v/ere as follows:

How do you think otir therapy has affecteC ycui'
What about this process was pcsitive for you?
What was not positive?
Is there anything else you want to add that u,e have not itlreaily discusscri?

On some level these questions served as 'Jumping off iloints." After an initial
re.sponse

I often followed up with further questions

as

rvell asking for clarilic;rtir:n rvhen

necessary.

Ilefinition of key terms
This section will deal with the key terms in need of definition within this study"
The tenns to be analyzed are narrative therapy, ctepression, as well as an operational

definition of the term effective.
IfanAlr_Velbefeplt This study is based on the use of narrative therapy. Narrative
therapy is a post-modern therapy model founded by Michael White in which the use of
stories and metaphors are used to help the client alleviate their difficulties (White &

Epston, 1990). Some of the premises of narrative therapy include, separating the client
from the problem (the problem is the problem, not the client), finding exceptioris to
problern based stories, an attempt to minimize the power imbalance in the therapeutic

relationship, the belief that truths are malleable, and the conviction that it is the client
the therapist's
a

job to help create

a story (truth) which best suits the

zurd

client's ability to lead

productive life (White & Epston, 1990).
Depression. Depression is a mood disorder that exists in about 4Vo of the person's

in our society (Beckham, 2000). The Diagnostic and siatistical manual of mental

t7

disorders (APA, 1995) lists nine diiferent symptorns of depression, including depressed
mood, insomnia and hypersomnia, troubles with concentration, inability to find pleasure

in previously pleasurable things, and recurrent thoughts of death or suicidal ideation. In
order to rneet the diagnostic criteria for depression a person tnust meet at least five of the
nine criteria.
The primary characteristic of depression is the depressed mood, which may also
be labeled as sadness, melancholy or feeling

blue. For rnany people it means

a lesser

quality of life, however this condition can also be trethal. T'his is due to the risk of suicide
that occasionally coincides with depression. In this study, the client was diagnosed with
depression by Psychologist Jim Ayers.

Effective. The operational definition of effective is anv decrease in feelings ot', or
the manifestations of depression. This

will

be mea-qured quantitatively with the

MCMI-I

and goal attainment scales as well as through qualitative methods including my field
notes and the final interview with the client.

Characteristics of the participant
The client was a4? year-old, single African-American female. She chose the
pseudonym

"Kiki," for the purposes of this study. Both

her

MCMI-il

results, as well as

her own descriptions identified her as a person suffering from depression. The client also
was aprofessional person who was in the midst of

a

job change,

as

well as moving to

new part of the country.

Obtainine a Subiect
The subject was initially obtained through the general ways in which clients
access services at

WICC. The services at WICC
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are confidential, free of charge, and

a

perforned at the client's request. Nearly all counseling performed is done so by licensed
therapists and graduate students of psychology and social work. Supervision is always

provided by a licensed therapist.
The client initially met with another therapist who recommended her to Jirn Ayers
the Clinical Director of

WICC. After

screening her over the telephone he met with her to

review the process of the study as well as the consent form created in cooperation with
the Augsburg lnstitutional Review Board and

WICC. After getting clearance from Jim

Ayers, Kiki and I set a time to meet and again go over the consent form and begin the
intervention/study.

Measurement Issues
There are a number of obvious measurement issues in a study of this nature

(Bloom, Fischer & Orme,1999, Nugent, 1991, Rubin & Babbie, 1997). The richness of
information that is gained with a case study on some level is paid for by its less scientific
nature. This type of study, however, is validated in the way that the information achieved
is more likely to be applicable to practitioners (Bloom, Fischer, & Orme, 1999).
Perhaps the greatest risk of measurement error lies in social desirability. As a

therapist/researcher, it is imperative that the client be aware that the study does not need
any certain type of result to be perceived as successful. The most important facet of the

study is that I obtain valid information that is tangible in helping me shape my practice. It
is also important to use the two methods of information gathering in order to ascertain if
this error is present.

Reliability in

a case study can be achieved

only by repeating the study numerous

times until some type of consistency is found (Bloom, Fischer, & Orme, 1995). More
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than likely this will not be done. However, just as in other types of therapy literature the
knowledge base achieved by this study is intended to influence practice issues not
necessarily define them.

I believe the use of quantitative as well

as

qualitative measurement will most

likely minimize validity issues. This is also aided by the small unit of study. Finally the
issue of v;rlidity

will

also be addressed by the fact the researcher

will

be working

consistently to assure that the depression is being treated. The treatment of the subject's
depression is my primary task.

Data Analysis
This study atternpts to assess the effectiveness of six sessions of narrative therapy

with

a depressed

client. As vras discussed earlier in this chapter, the data to be analyzed

comes from four different forms of measurement: the

MCMI-I

pre and post tests, the

goal attainment scales, my field notes. and the final client irtterview"
The MCMI-III that was administered before the intervention and at the completion

of the intervention was scored by Jim Ayers PhD, LP. Upon completion of each test he
scored and interpreted the results. After his interpretation he and I met to discuss the

results of the test and the implications. After the completion of the final MCMI-Itr Jim

took special care to make cornparisons to the first test score (see appendices A and B).
The goal attainment scales were jointly created by the client and my self and were
then followed up on

weekly. The process of scaling allows for instantaneous feedback on

the success of the goals. The interpretation of the goal attainment scales however cannot
rest solely on the viewing of the increases or decreases in behavior. Within the

discussion chapter I have also included a qualitative discussion related to the scales that
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allows for a more in depth understanding of how and why the changes have occurred.
The data analysis of the field notes in this study focus on two primary areas:

tracking client change and monitoring the effectiveness of the intervention, including the
appiication of the model. The use of the field notes to a large extent is to maintain a
record of the sessions and thus allow for a narrative document, of issues within the
therapy that were not being directly measured. The notes also were used within the
therapy itself as a way to track from session to session, this eventually aided the client and

myself in rewriting sorne of her stories.
The final interview was recorded and transcribed in order to aid in its analysis.
The contents of the interview provided me the opportunity to qualitatively analyze how
the intervention affected the client from her own perspective. In analyzing the final

interview, I derived the primary themes that the client discussed as they related to her

therapy. These themes involved both limitations of the study, and how the therapy
affected her.

Proteclign qf Participant
Protecting the subject within this study is of utmost importance. The primary step in this
process is to attain approval by the Augsburg College Institutional Review Board. It was

imperative to assure that the client that did this study is completely voluntary and that she
knows her participation in this study did not effect the services she received from myself
or other counselors at WICC.

I also

created a confidentiality form that was signed by the transcriptionist.

Between times the tape was made and transcribed it was kept locked in one of the client

file cabinets. After transcription the tape was be destroyed. All attempts were made to

2t

keep the identity of the subject anonylnous.

Surymarv
In this chapter the methodology of this thesis was described. This was done by

initiatly discussing the research questions, and the subsequent research design. Next the
subject of the study and measurernent issues were discussed. Finally, there was a
discussion of data collection and analysis as well as a discussion on the protection of
human subjects.
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Chapter 3
Findings
Overg_iew

Chapter four contains the findings of this stucly. In order to do this I
a

will first give

chronological synopsis of the inten'ention. Secondly, I will discuss the findings this

study intlicates including discussing how the findings were measured.

Introduction
This study is a case study of the effect of narrative therapy on a client suffering
from depression. The study was conducted over a six week period in which the client
participated in therapy, with myself as the therapist. Measurements aimed at measuring
the effect of the therapy, as well as monitoring the therapy itself were performed

throughout the treatment. As stated in chapter two, the fbnns of measurement include the

Miilon Clinical Multiaxial lnventory-Ill (MCMI-I[), goal attainment scales (GAS),

a

depth interview, and my own field notes.

Fin4inqs
This study indicates that the intervention performed with Kiki has had several

effects. The data collected from all four of the measurement tools indicate specific
positive changes regarding her levels of depression, marijuana use, vigilance and
avoidance, and self-care. As

a

jumping off point to discuss these changes, I will begin by

discussing the actual sessions of therapy, and then discuss some of the uses of restorying
and rnetaphors. I

will then discuss the changes that became evident by the end of the

intervention, and validate them by reviewing how each change was measured.
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IJrtervention
T'he intervention consisted of six sessions of narrative therapy with the client

identifie.d as "KLki." The sessions lasted about one hour to att hour and-a-halt. The initial
referral L'arne from Jim Ayers, Clinic Director of Walk-In Counseling Center. He learned

cf

thu- r.:lient

t-refore

re

trom one of the volunteer counselors who had met with Kiki two times

ien'ing her to Ayers. After consulting with her on the phone to assure that stre

tvas an '.rppropriate candidate.
ref,errecl

for the study, and meeting individually with her, Ayers

h*r to me. Our initial meeting consisted of reviewing the consent form,

,Jiscussing nzurative therapy and beginning the process of
process

Kiki telling her stoly. This

c[ KJki telling her story continued for five weeks.
'f her

iirst three-and-a-half weeks focused on Kiki as a child. She spoke eloquently

of her }ife growing up in Minneapolis in a family that was heavily involved in
addiction and prostitution" She experienced a great deal of physical and emotional abuse.

Kiki

states that she grew up

in "survival mode." She also states that her mother was

"hell on wheels," who often prostituted Kiki's older sister. Her father was also

Kiki

states that she often

a

pimp,

felt that her father was waiting for her to get old enough to be a

prostitute. Kiki was atrle to avoid prostitution. Depression was an experience that Kiki
can remember having through much of her

childhood. She states that she cried almost

every day at school. A mantra that she continued to tell her self throughout childhood
was, "T'his won't be forever."

As Kiki grew older she states that she became tougher. By her teens she began
drinking alcohol and smoking marijuana. She describes this time as her "fabulous" time.
She states this because for the first time she was able to have furr and eventually became a
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leader within her peer group. Afte,r high school Kiki went on to a technical school and
became a nurse. Later in her

life

she went to college to become a registered tturse.

Throughout Kiki's adult life she has continued to use marijuana and alcohoi,

well

as experience feelings

as

of depression. A1so, as an adult stre began to realize the

impact that racism has had on her life. Kiki discussed how quite often she was not taken
seriously as a professional because she is African-American. Kiki also related a tirne
early in her career when she actually assaulted another nurse due to the racism this nurse
was displaying.

At the time of the intervention Kiki had found herself at an all-time low. In the
closing depth interview she stated that there was a situation when she thought to herself
that it was a good thing that she did not have a gun because she probably would have tried
to

kill herself. Kiki also described herself

as smoking a

lot of marijuana, and having few

close friends. Kiki stated, "The minute I don't like something I

split."

She also stated

that her life was very chaotic, that she was not taking care of herself in terms of exercise
or maintaining her house. She also was preparing for a possible move out of state, as

rvell as a job change.
During these initial sessions Kiki and I followed her story chronologically each
session. However, at the beginning of each session she also checked in with the
happenings of her week. It was at this time that we discussed the measurements for the
goal attainment scales as well as how she was feeling about the progress of the therapy.
The fifth week of the sessions we reviewed our progress and began creating alternative
narratives to the fairly negative pictures that initially had been created. This was done
through the use of metaphors, as well as recreating some of Kiki's stories, as will be
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discussed later.

One of Kiki's many strengths is her adeptness in relaying the stories of her life.

Although during the depth interview she admitted that she had left out some of her stories
that she may have shared if I had been a female therapist, she was unusually proficient at

relaying her experiences. As she spoke. Kiki would often cry openly, and at times would
become overwhelmingly sad, yet she was brave in her pursuit of, as Kiki puts it, "getting

it out there."
Restorving and Metaphor-s
The catalyst for change in narrative therapy is the confronting of the problem
saturated story and the restorying phases of the treatment (White

& Epston, 1990,

Weintgarten, 1998, Semmler & Williams, 2000). For Kiki much of this began at he end
of the fourth session as we wrapped up her story. I asked he.r, "'Who is
that,

Kiki?"

She stated

"Kiki is a person who goes to work and smokes dope." If there were more time for

this portion of the intervention (Kiki was moving in a week), Kiki and I wouid have
reviewed her story and begun a process in which we asked several questions regarding
her story, perhaps we also would have, to a larger extent, externalized some of the
elements of her story and begun to ask questions of those things. However, due to the

time constraint, I told Kiki that I wanted her to think about her story and what were the
exceptions to the things that she felt bad about. I also asked her to think about developing
a more

positive version of who she thought herself to be. At this tirne I mentioned that

she might Cecide to

look at herself as a survivor"

Prior to the next session I went through all of my field notes and recreated the

story. As I did this I pulled out recurring themes, as well
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as instances where

Kiki showed

positive characteristics, especially strength and sun ival skills. From this point I began to
determine ways of rewriting her story in a way that incorporates Kiki's strengths.
Generally this process would have been done co-jointly with the client, however due to
the time constraint, I deemed that the best option was to create what I could and then

blend it with what Kiki brought to the next session.
New Themes
The three new themes that I developed before our fifth session were as follows:
Thg Survivor/thriver- Throughout Kiki's life she has had to struggle in order to survive,
stay safe, and later in life become a successful professional African-American woman.

It

is due to her ability to do this that allowed her to move forward and avoid the life path of
most others in her family.

Reframing her as a survivor/thriver ultimately does two things. First, it allows for
her to take credit for her strengths and abilities to have lived tlrough what her life

brought forth. Secondly, this reconstruction indicates that a corner has been turned, that
is that she no longer has to struggle in the same way that she used to, she is now much

safer. This was intended to address her sense of vigilance that played into her isolating
behaviors.

Tallness- Throughout Kiki's story she repeatedly discussed her feeling of being
awkwardly tall and gawky, she felt as though she stuck out and was unattractive. This
theme continued into her adult life and seemed to be affecting the way that she interacted

with others in her life. I suggested that she begin to view her tallness in

a more

metaphorical way. I attempted to convey the idea that her tallness was what allowed her
to have the foresight to remove herself from several dangerous situations. Essentially, I
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linked her tallness with her strong, extrernely helpful instincts. By doing this, I intended
to give Kiki a new way to view her height as well as her strength of being able to avoid
seri.ous trouble.

I-ittle Kiki- With the metaphor of Little Kikr I attempted to again allow Kiki to be
Iess

'rigilant

as

well

as more happy and

carefree. In this metaphor I discussed Kiki

being a child in a sense that was very distant from her present sense of being.

as

I

challenged Kiki to view herself as a child, or at least not isolating herself from the

concept. Along with this concept I also encouraged Kiki to be able to protect little Kiki
and allow her to feel safe and have

fun. Along with this restory

came responsibility for

Kiki, I told Kiki very honestly that it was probably not good for little Kiki to smoke
marijuana or drink. As we went cn with this story, Kiki was able to identify who this

little girl was and describe how -she dressed

as

well as how she was cared for and how she

felt.
Changes
There are four primary changes that appear to have happened during this

intervention. They include,

a lessening

of marijuana use, an increase in self care

behaviors, a reduction in social isolation, and a decrease in the clients overall feeling of

depression. ln the following I will discuss each change as well as how the measurements
corroborate it.
Decrease in Mariiuana use

Kiki's marijuana

use was an issue that she discussed at the

first session as an issue

she knew to be detrimental to her mental health, however, she was hesitant to state that
she was

willing to attempt to terminate it's use. Coinciding with the marijuana
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use was

the social aspect of the drug. Kiki stated that the majority of her socializing outside of

work was with a small group of people with whom she smoked.

After a discussion during the first session, Kiki and I agreed to create
attainment. scale addressing this issue

a-c

a.

goal

can be seen in appendix a, the expected outcome

of the intervention, as related to this issue would be to cut her marijuana use in half, with
the highest level of achievement being quitting altogether, and the least being smoking

more than prior to the intervention. At the time of the beginning of the intervention and

for the weeks preceding it, Kiki had been smoking several times daily with few
exceptions. It should also be noted that Kiki had attempted outpatient chemical
dependerrcy treatment on three different occasions.

The second week of the intervention was the tirst week which we measured Kiki's
atterrrpted diminished use.

At this point, there was Jittle change, however, she stated that

she intended to begin changing her frequency of use.

Kiki

By the third week of

the,

intervention

had begun to cut back her use, my field notes indicate that she had not smoked for

five days prior to the day we met, she had smoked before our session. For the remainder
of our time together Kiki minimized marijuana use, with only one occasion of smoking
prior to our final week together.

It must however be noted that during this time Kiki was concerned about the
possibility of an upcoming drug test for a new job. As will be discussed in the next
chapter however, her abstinence cannot be fully explained by this. It was Kiki's belief
that she would be able to easily pass a drug test with minimal abstinence prior to the

test. It is also interesting that although Kiki reported decreased use, according to the

MCMI-I

post-test, her level of drug dependency maintained at the same level as at the
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beginning of the interventiott.
Increase in Self-care

During the first session Kjki also complained of her minirnal self-carc. In this
instance self-care referred to fairly basic things such as c.leaning her lrouse, doing laundry,
washing her dishes, etc. She stated that this made it difficult for her to be comfortahle at
home arrd left her with a feeling of being overwhelmed and wanting to say, "Fuck

it."

As

can be seen in appendix b, we agreed upon a strategy of doing a minimum of one "thing"
per day. Despite being vague, Kiki and I were ahle to create an understanding that selt'care was simply doing the things that needed to get done in order to keep her

along with a sense of steadinsss. We also were able to assess that

if

life moving

she were to do lnore

than two activities of self-cu'e each day she would be operating at above the expected

level of attainment. Interestingly toward the end of the intervention, when Kiki was
beginning to feel better. her ideas of self-care began to shift from daily tasks, to things
such as exercising, and taking a relaxing bath.

Prior to the intervention Kiki stated that she would only occasionally perforn a
self-care task daily. During the intervention Kiki consistently met or exceeded the
expected level of attainrnent. By the fifth and sixth week Kiki was perfcnning self-care

activities at a rapid pace, far exceeding the scale that we had constructed. When asking

Kiki how many activities

she had performed she indicated that she had been doing self-

care activities continuously, including cleaning, talking to friends and going to the doctor.

Again, as will be discussed in the following chapter this was partially due to her feeling
less depressed, and having more energy, and partially due to the tasks

accomplish in order to move.
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Kiki

needed to

Table 5.1 - Goal Attainment Scale

2

Use

r
I

Quit altogether
I

Cut use bY 1r+
0

Cut use in 112
-I

- Marijuana

-

/

1

Stay the same
-2
Increase use

WEEK

2

I

1

1

.)

6

Table 5.2 - Goal Attainment Scale - Self Care

,r

2

More than
2 activities

nV

I

DoZ
activities

II

0

Do I activity
every day

-l
Do not do

\

1

activity daily
n

Do not do activity for
more than

I

S/EEK

day
I

2

a

3
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4

5

6

Reduction in-iEqlatin

At the. initiai
the rlifferent issues

e Dehavi

session,

ors

Kiki reported

a

high level of isolating beha.riors. Among

Kiki brought up in relation to this were that being

raised in a family

where she needed to stay in "survival mode," she rarely trusts people and almost never
give them a second chance, "f can't afford to be compromised." Although much of her

time at work is spent helping others, in her personal life she has few friends and often
goes tlirough entire days at work without having meaningful conversations.

Kiki

has also

been aggressive toward others in the past and even avoided contact with her family

lor 20

yea-rs as an adult.

By the end of the interventiorr Kiki was expressiug different ways of relating to
others. The measurements most helpful in assessing the change related to isolating
behaviors are the Millon, rny field notes, and the final interview.

In the interpretation of the initial
social isolating behaviors (appendix

MCMI-[,

c). Ayers

Jim Ayers picked up on the pieces of

stated the client perceives herself in a very

negative light and thus represents herself in this way to the world. He also noted that

Kiki most likely struggled with

the expression of anger and experienced intermittent

angry explosions as well as stubborn behavior. Under, "Possible Diagnosis" Ayers listed,
"R.1O

Mixed Personality Disorder with features of social alienation and interpersonal

trust.

Early in the intervention Kiki's interactions appeared to be consistent with her

initial MCMI-Itr. As the intervention entered into the fourth week . Kiki began to discuss
more personal contacts with others. These took the form of spending tirne with her
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tamily as well as social interactions with former co-workers. By the final session, Kiki
was discussing being able to have fun and relax with other people and see them as kind or
even attractive, rather than a threat. In the final interview Kiki stated, "Now rvhen
at people

look

I know it's not me...Saturday was probably the first day that I did not feel like I

was on the outside of things and people were looking at me like
nlce.

tr

I was crazy...it

was

just

),

This change also appears to be reflected in her final MCMI-ffi. Ayers states that
in the final inventory, Kiki denies having the edgy defensiveness she initially Cisplayed.
Furthermore. as will be discussed in the next section, her more positive outlook wiil rnost

likely lead to more functional social interactions. Ayers also states that Kiki continues to
acknowledge a sense of vigilance and an expectation of anger, however, it is lessened
considerably.
Redu g.tjon

in Depression

-fhe primary
reason that Kiki came to therapy was her feelings of depression. Kiki
stated that she had been unhappy for years and with rare exception did not remember

feeling light or happy without the use of drugs or alcohol. The interpretation of the initiai

MCMI-I

indicated that Kiki has had a longstanding struggle with feelings of depression.

'fhe report went on to say that Kiki was able to maintain minimal daily functions, yet was
preoccupied with negative self-attributions. As stated earlier the

MCMI-il,

derives its

findings from the clients self-report compared to a norrnative sample.

My field notes include a discussion of Kiki's depression as well, especially from
the check-in portion of our sessions. A pronounced change in the depression did not
happen until the sixth session when

Kiki when apparently began to use some of
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the

restorying. At this time

she said she fe.lt

like

a

cloud had been lifted and she was able to

just relax and be happy. Kiki discussed going shopping with a friend and having fun,

well as going to lunch with co-rvorkers

as

anC being able to teJk and laugh and stay

energized.

The final interview also showed a rnuch happier

Kiki. During the interview it

should be noted that her affect was brighter than I had seen it previously. She also was
more positive in the wa.y she framed the issues surrounding her

life. A few rveeks prior to

contacting WICC Kiki had pondered suicide. I asked her to rate how she was feeling in
terms of happiness on a scale of one to ten, "I'm probably at an eight, shit...I'm probably
at an eight...Shit
ask

if I had more money, I'd probablybe at a ten!" Unfortunately I did not

Kiki to assess a rating for just prior to the intervention.
The final

MCMI-I also indicated a substantial

decrease in the level

of

depression. Ayers states that, "On the post-test there is little indication of
depression...The change in self-perception here is quite dramatic, indicating she feels
more energetic, more self-possessed, more emotionally alive, more healthy physically,
and more able to interact directly with others in expressing herseif."

Summarv
In this chapter I have discussed the intervention performed in this study as well
several of the

as

findings. Included in the findings were the use of restoying and tnetaphors

within the intervention, as well

as

tangible changes such as decreased marijuana use,

increased self-care activities, decreased socially isolating behaviors and reduction in

depression. The next chapter will discuss these findings as they relate to the literature
concerning the narrative therapy model. The following chapter
34

will also discuss

strengths

ancl weakilesses

of this study as rvell as its impiications for the field of social work.
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Chapter 4
Discussion

Overview
This chapter will discuss results of this study as they relate to the narrative

therapy. I wili first discuss lny application of the model and then compare the findings of
this study with other study findings. Secondly, I will discuss the limitations of this study.
Lastly, I will review the implications of this study for policy, practice and research.

Application of Narrative Therapy
The application of the na:rative model to Kiki was often a challenge because it
never feit as though the model fit perfectly into the situations that Kiki and I were

discussing. Although undoubtedly a good candidate for narrative therapv, Kiki's
clepression combined with a variety of ongoing stressful

life incidents seemed to make it

ditficuit to follow the model in the purest form. With that said, we did follow the
narrative process, using the steps and techniques of the model while working through
some very

difficult and tangled issues.

Phases

As was discussed in the literature review, Semmler and Wiiliams (2000), discuss
three basic phases in the process of narrative therapy. The first phase is listening to the

client's stories, in the second the therapist and the client confront the problem sa.turated
version of the clients life and the third phase is restorying or reauthoring, essentially

rewriting the clients story including the newly exposed positive information.
ln the intervention the first phase of listening became the majority of the session

time. This is partially due to the limited amount of time that we had together and partly
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due to the assessment process indicating that

Kiki's perception of herself

had much to do

with the difficulties she was having. According to Kiki there was so much that had gone
on i1 her life that she viewed as negative, she felt it was important to tell her story. I also
perceived this as important. ln some narrative therapies the listening phase of the therapy
is comprised primariiy of the client discussing the problem that the therapy is centered on

(White & Epston, i990). In this case, however, the decision was made to review Kiki's

life chronologically due to the pervasive feeling of guilt and shame that seetned to be at
least partially leading to her feelings of depressiort. Jim Ayers in his interpretive report

the first

MCMI-I

of

also indicated that much of the depression could be related to past

experiences, especially childhood abuse and neglect.
Semmler & Williams' second phase is that of confronting the problem saturated

version of the client's life. This phase began at the close of the fourth session when Kiki
essentialiy finished her life story. As was discussed previously, I asked

Ifiki wtro she

thought she was after the entirety of her sharing and attempting to make changes over the
previous weeks. Her response was, "Kiki is a person who goes to work and smokes
dope."

It is interesting to note this response despite the fact that

she had been reporting

excitedly the she had drastically reduced her use of marijuana. At this point Kiki was
choosing to stick with a problem saturated definition of herself, a definition that left her

in a stuck place without recognizing her hard-fought changes as well as maily other
aspects of herself. Clearly there was a need for confronting this definition in a rnanner

that would allow Kiki to understand herself more favorably, too see a larger picture.

Unfortunately, the majority of this work could not be done together, due to Kiki's
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pending move we were forced to adapt a different way of confronting her story in order to
Iead into phase three with the rewriting.

I simply asked Kiki to continue to think about her story and consider rvhere her
strengths were. I also asked her to consider lrerself as a survivor.
she agreed. By the next week,

Kiki was hesitant, but

I had developed several new versions of Kiki's story, all of

them confronting her version of herseif. Kiki also had begun to attempt to be more

inclusive of other ideas about who Kiki was, however, she q,as struggling with the
concept. At this point we were moving into the third phase of the intervention.
Phase three involved the rewriting/reauthoring

of Kiki's story, as was Ciscussed in

chapter three, on several levels much of this process seemed to help Kiki by the next

week. The idea of

-'Little

chose to continue to

Kiki

Kiki" is especially important for examinetion

because

Kiki

o'write" this story. During the week after I introduced the concept

seemed to adopt

Little Kiki and through this child

Learn how to care

for herself and

iower her levels of anxiety and vigilance.
Teqhniques
Several techniques of narrative therapy were also employed in this intervention.

Using Little Kiki as a character is an example of a type of externalization. Ttris technique
also included developing a physical and behavioral description for the

little girl.

Although not as well perceived the metaphor of the giraffe was also a type of
externalization, taking a characteristic of Kiki and bringing it outside of herself for
examination.

In this study I have learned that a solid knowledge base of a model is imperative
in being able to apply it to a client situation. Without this base it is difficult, if not
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impossible, to be flexible in applying the model" In the case of Kiki, if I had attempted to

strictly apply the model

as

it is explained in some

sources, I certainly would have

encountered resistance, and rnost likely less success. With the moclel applied as it was.

Kiki indicates that she experienced

a successful intervention.

pare to other studies?

FIow do these results

Many of the studies that are cited within this thesis discuss positive results (Besa,
1994, Coulehan, Friedlander & Heatherington, 1998, Keenan, 1998; I-ee, 1997; Parry,
1991; Riley, 1997; Semrnler & Williams, 2000; Weingarten, 1998; White & Epston,

1990). In this way this study is similar to others, however, it appears to be different in
some notable tvays. First is the multi-dimensional way in which the change was

scrutinized. Secondly, this study differs from other studies because of the application of
the model, although similar to other studies, was different frorn others uses being
researched.

This study used four separate levels of measurernent, measuring change in
depression, as well as behaviors which accompanied and increased the depression. To

my knowledge, the other studies examining this area of study have primarily used only
one or two rnethods measurement. Also important in this study is the use of the client's
perspective gained in the final interview. Through this interview, I was able to determine

what was indicated as the impetus for emotional and behavioral change.

It should also be noted that this case study described my application of the
narrative therapy model. As I noted earlier this application varies at some points with the
ways that other therapists in the literature have applied the model. The primary difference

lies in the second and third phases that became somewhat rushed.
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trn

contrast, Kropf and

Tandy (1998), appear to have spent little of their time on the first phase of the treatment

(listerring), and spent the majority of their time on what they call the "reconstruction" of
the clients concerns. Similarly, the clinician's in the Besa study (1994), sPe-nt

little time

on listening and spent most of the time of the intervention focusing on a specific problem
such as, not doing homework or rebellious behaviors.

Limitations of the

S

Despite the apparent success of the inten,ention, it should be noted that there are
sorre limitations to this research that need to be considered when assessing the overall

validity of the study. It should also be noted that although some of the limitations
explored in this section had an impact on the outcome of this study, they do not override
the overall soundness of the results or irnplications as discussed in this thesis.

As was stated in chapter two of this thesis, the case study format has severai
strengths and limitations. Obviously the results achieved by my intervention with Kiki
are not

uniformly repeatable. However, what this limits the study in tenns of

replicability, the study makes up for in the depth of the example. What can be learned
from this type of study is the essence of the use of narrative therapy with this client and

it's effects.
Time

A primary limitation came from the limited time that Kiki and I had to work
together. Due to her work situation Kiki decided a few weeks into the therapy sessions
that she would be moving in a relatively short period of time. This threw off the timing

of our sessions and left us especially rushed for the final two phases of the intervention.
As was stated before, this meant that we had little time to work together on the reu'riting
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of Kiki's story. If we had more tirne we also would most likely have spent more time
working on externalizing some of the issues in Kiki's life attd examining them more

fully.

Some of the cited studies went on for as long as ten weeks, others as short as four

weeks (Besa, 1994).

Goal Attainpent Sgali4g

An issue that I did not foresee was the impact the goal attainrnent scaiing had on
the therapy. Discussing the issues of marijuana use and self-care at the beginning of each
session eventgally seemed to make

it seem as though the focus was on marijuana use and

self-care" Despite the fact that all of the story telling which dominated the session was
aimed toward alleviating depression, because it was not as direct as the goal attainment
scale questioning,

it did not appear

as present

in the session. I believe that Kiki also felt

this way. In the final intervierv when asking her hor+' she felt the theraPy had atfected her,
she began talking mostly about taking care of herself and drug and alcohol

use. It was not

until a follov,,-up question that she was able to focns on the use of her own stories and the
rewriting of those stories.
Social Desirahilitv
The issue of social desirability also became apparent in toward the end of the

intervention. In the final interview Kiki stated that she had become infatuated with me.
As we discussed this further, it became apparent that Kiki understood this infatuation

as

developing from being in a helping reiationship. She also stated that she realized that
there was a boundary inherent in our relationship.

Laughing she stated, "I know can you stand
and those sorts of things...but

Kiki dealt with the issue with humor.

it? I mean I got my professional

boundaries,

it was just like, "Kiki, come on honey let's not go there."
+1

Unfortunately, I was not able to ascertain at what point this attraction began, however, my
best assumption is that

it did not begin before the fifth session because I rvas still sensing

a good deal of distance

until the end of the fifth session.

Jim Ayers also perceived social desirability in Kiki's final

MCMI-[. Ayers

states that the desirability scale increased from the pre-test tcr the post-test, however the

level change which was described as "noticeable" did not invaiidate the test results.

Limited Exnerience with the Model

-

The final limitation I

will

discuss is my limited experience with the practice

of

narrative therapy. My interest in this model began only about three years ago and since
then, despite my intense study of the model, I have had only a few opportunities to apply
the some of the techniques of narrative therapy, but rarely to the point where

tr

was

specifically using the narrative model. As I began this study, I felt comlortable with what

I perceived the process to be, however, I was quic.kly made aware that the application of
this mociel was more closely akin to an art form than a process to be studied. It must tre
stated that due to my limited experience with the model effected the therapy, a different

therapist with more experience may have dealt with several situations in several different

ways. Despite this limitation, this study consisted of the narrative therapy intervention
that allowed the ability to examine not only my practice of the model but also the
effectiveness of the model itself.

Implications
Narrative therapy is a model consistent with the values of social work. With the
primary focus being placed on allowing clients to view themselves as positive people, this
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model is focused on strengths and client self-determination. This study of narrative
therapy has implications that affect social work practice, research, and policy.

PErctice
This study illustrated how Kiki's life story was recreated in way that was easier
for her to live with and be happy. Although many different types of therapeutic
approaches may aide in alleviating a client's depression, narrative therapy is important
because of its reliance upon the client creating her story, and, eventually, u new way

of

being. This shift away frorn the all powerful, somewhat elusive, therapist, is a welcome
change for many clients and practitione.rs who have come to believe that those who

control the story control the liberation from the oppression that is contained within that
story.

Studying the use of narrative therapy is important to social work practitioner's
interested in quality outconres for their client's. Narrative therapy introduces not only a
new way of helping our client's but also a new way of viewing ourselves as therapists. A
new perspective regarding a less vertical client-therapist relationship as preferable would
be a major paradigrn change in the field of social work and mental health.

Research
There also is need for continued investigation into this model and it's

eifectiveness. It would be beneficial for other practitioners to continue to practice and
thoroughly review the effectiveness of this model as it relates to working with client's
suffering from depression or any other difficulty. This type of study would help in the
delineation of the strengths and weaknesses of narrative therapy.
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Bslisr
As increasing amount of literature states that narrative therapy is an effective
model for client change it is indeed recomrnendable that social work as a profession look

into its viability

a-s

a model

of choice. This may impact how therapists treat future clients

especially in a time economy conscious profession. The success of this nrodel could also

effect social work education, leading more educators to teach this model.

Summary
This chapter has di-qcussed the finding of this study. First, the application of the
model was exarnined, by viewing the phases of the intervention as well as the techniques.
Secondly, the limitations of the study were discussed. These iimitations included, time
constraints, the use of goal attainment scales, social desirability and my limited
experience with the nrodel. Finally, the implications of this study were discussed, the

implications were examined in terms of practice, research, and policy.
Conclusion
This case study evaluated the effects of narrative therapy on a client diagnosed

with depression. Through the multi-dimensional analysis process it appears that the
client experienced a positive intervention. Most notable for this study is her lessening of
her feelings of depression, also important however are her reduction in marijuana use,
increase in self-care activities, and decrease in socially isolating behaviors.
The application of the narrative therapy model is another important facet to this
case study. The process of the intervention is described in detail helping to illustrate the
one way in which this model can be applied.
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Appendix B

Interyieq Guidq

1.

I

low do you think our therapy has aflected you?

2. What about this process wa*q positive for you?
3. Wliat was not positive?

4. Is there anything else you want to add that we haven't already discussed?

Appendix C

I Dana Bennet do hereby agree to keep any information I learn of tlu'origh the process of
transcribing interviervs for the study entitled: Narrative T'herap.,,v.'A muiti-dintensional
a.naiysis completely r;onfidential. Brad Hanson conducts the study the study for tris
Master's thesis at Augsburg College. I will not discuss any content of tire inten'iews with
any other person.
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Appendix D
Consent Form
Ne rrative therapy: A m u lti-di mensionnl practice evaluation

rRB #200I-2&t
You are invited to be invoived in a study involving the use of narrative therapy. As a
client of Waik-In counseling Center you lvere selected as a p4)ssible candidate for this
study. However in order to be a candiriate for this st.rdy it is irnportant that you review
this farm and ask any questions you have hefore eseeing to sign it.
This srudy is being conducted by Brad Hanson as part of hrs master's thesis in social
rvork at Augsburg College.

Background Informationl
The purpose of this study is to examine the effect of a client participating in the process
of the narrative therapy.

Froredurest

If you agree to

be a part of this study you

will

be asked to participate in a minimum

of

eight weeks of therapy at Walk-In Corrnselirg Center with Brad fUnson Involvement
will include weekly audio-taped session times, psychological testing as well us possible
honaework assignments. AII involvement in this study is striCIly voiuntary antt will not
effect your position as a client of rJlalk-In Counseling Center.

The study has seyeral risks:
First' As with all therapy you will be involved in a process which may male you feel
nrlnerable.
Second- Written and recorded records of your participation will be housed at the WalkIn Counseling Center.
Third- The therapy may not be successfuI leading to worsening or no improvement of
your depression
Fburth- It is possible that you may be recognized by the staffvolunteerc or clients of the
Walk.ln Courseling Center.
The study has several benefih:
Direct benefits
First- You will receive mental health services as an on-going client at Walk-ln
Counseling Center ( this is a benefit offered to you regardless of your status with this
study).
Second- You will receive psychological testing and interpretation

Indirect berutit
Third- You will be part of a study hel ping to further knowledge which attempts to help
future martal health clients.

Appendix I)

ln the event that this shrdy should become too uncolnfortable and you wish to stop the
study

wiil

be

terminated

.

./

Confidentiality
The recorCs (including audio tape) of this study will be kept private in a locked cabinet at
Walk-In Counseling Center while not in use. The publication of this study will in no way
include any information that will make it possible to identiff yourself. All data specific
o,
to the shrdy will be destroyed by Augr"rst 3 I 2001.
For supervision and organizational purposes Maryann Syers, Ph-D., and the staffof WalkIn Counseling Center will also have access to the data in this study.

Voluntary Nature of this

Stu-dY:

Your decision whether or not to participate in this study will not effect:/our current or
future relations with Augsbrrrg College or Walk-ln f,srrnseling Center. ffyou decide to
participate you are free to withdraw from participation at any time without affecting
those relationships. If you wish to be referred to a different therapist you can call Jim
Ayers at (612) 8704565.
Contacts and Questions:
The researcher conducting this study is Brad Hanson (612-870{565). You can ask any
questions you have now or contact me later. You will be glven a copy of this form to
keep for your records.

Statement of Conseut:
i have read the above statement or have had it read to me. I have received answers to
questions asked I qoqsent to participate in this study.
Signature

Date

Signature of Investi gator

Date

I consent to ire audio-taped.
Signature

Date

I consent to the use of my direut quotations in the published docrunent

Signature

DatE

Augsburg Goltege

H,ilTiLHf,3Y-N 55454
(

